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1．Introduction
　　　This　paper　is　intended　to　categorize　typical　conceptual　models　in　social　network
theory　into　types．
　　　Three　streams　make　up　social　network　theory：social　capital　theory，　social　network
analysis，　and　economics　models．　While　these　initially　were　argued　independently　of　each
other，　today　a　theoretical　fusion　has　come　to　be　apparent，　so　that　these　can　be　referred　to
in　general　as　social　network　theory．
　　　Social　capital　theory　argues　that　the　forrns　of　social　networks　generate　trust　and
norms，　and　that　these　increase　social　utility．　However，　when　social　capital　theory　first
was　devised，　although　the　importance　of　networks　was　advocated，　the　forms　and
natures　of　networks　themselves　were　not　analyzed．　On　the　other　hand，　the　main
objective　of　social　network　analysis　was　analysis　of　the　forms　and　natures　of　networks，
and　this　field　had　provided　numerous　analytical　indicators　while　adopting　the　results　of
numerical　graph　theory　and　complex　network　theory．　However，　social　network　analysis
was　lacking　in　consideration　of　the　kinds　of　social　utility　generated　by　the　forms　and
natures　of　networks．
　　　Today，　through　complementing　each　other　social　capital　theory　and　social　network
analysis　have　come　to　form　a　research　domain　in　the　field　of　sociology．　Furthermore，　the
efficiency　of　networks　has　come　to　be　debated　in　the　field　of　economics　as　wel1．
　　　For　these　reasons，　in　this　paper　we　will　survey　the　typical　conceptual　models　in
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social　network　theory　of　the　social　capital　model，　the　strength　of　weak　ties　model，　the
structural　holes　model，　and　the　free－rider　model　and　group　these　by　type．　Specifically，
we　will　categorize　these　along　the　two　axes　of　their　assumptions　on　the　behavior　of
actors（cooperation　or　competition）and　the　levels　of　utility（overall　or　individual）on
which　they　focus．
II．　The　Four　Conceptual　Models
1．The　Social　Capital　Model
　　　The　social　capital　model　describes　the　trust　and　norms　fostered　through　interaction
in　a　network　relationship　as　social　capital　and　focuses　on　how　this　social　capital　increases
social　utility（Putnam，1993）．While　ordinarily　things　such　as　financial　capita1，　physical
capital，　human　capita1，　and　public　infrastructure　are　referred　to　as　capital，　this　model
similarly　calls　social　relations　capital　as　well，　since　they　have　an　important　impact　on
SOClety．
　　　In　a　society　in　which　social　capital　has　been　accumulated－that　is，　one　in　which　trust
and　norms　have　formed－not　only　do　uncertainty　and　risks　related　to　interpersonal
transactions　decrease　but　an　infrastructure　is　formed　for　social　development，　in　which
the　public　monitors，　gets　involved　in，　and　takes　part　in　administrative　policles，　market
functions　are　developed　in　administration，　and　the　reliability　of　provision　of　social
services　increases（JICA　Research　Institute，2002）．In　particular，　it　is　argued　that　issues
related　to　public　goods　for　which　nobody　wishes　to　bear　the　cost，　such　as　issues　of　free
riding，　can　be　solved　by　controlling　them　through　trust　and　norms．
　　　In　the　social　capital　model，　the　presence　of　strong　ties　is　considered　important．
According　to　Krachardt（1992），strong　ties　refer　to　high　levels　of　frequency　of　exchange
and　contact　and　of　degree　of　resource　dependency　between　actors　in　a　dyadic
relationship．　It　is　believed　that　in　a　social　network　structure　with　a　large　number　of
strong　ties，　dense　social　exchange　takes　place　and　emotional　bonds　are　strong．　That　is，　in
adyadic　relation　considerable　time　is　consumed，　sharing　of　knowledge　and　values
progresses，　and　it　is　easier　for　intimacy　and　emotional　bonds　to　intensify．　Also，　it　is　said
that　strong　ties　have　the　effect　of　increasing　trust　in　the　other’s　intentions　（i．e．，　the
expectation　that　the　other　is　unlikely　to　have　the　intention　of　stabbing　one　in　the　back），
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This　is　said　to　be　extremely　effective　under　conditions　of　crisis　or　uncertainty
（Wakabayashi，2006：98－101）．
2．The　Strength　of　Weak　Ties　Model
　　　　The　strength　of　weak　ties　model　was　proposed　by　Granovetter（1973）．This　model
proposes　that　communication　of　useful　information　and　original　innovation　result　more
from　weak　networks　formed　from　the　strength　of　weak　ties，　such　as　those　with
acquaintances　and　friends　of　friends　with　whom　one　does　not　have　much　contact
ordinarily，　than　from　networks　made　up　of　strong　ties，　as　typified　by　close　communities
of　families，　close　friends，　and　colleagues　sharing　the　same　workplace．
　　　Granovetter　proposed　that　while　networks（structures）made　up　of　strong　ties
have　high　levels　of　internal　efficiency　thanks　to　their　high　levels　of　homogeneity　and
redundancy　of　information，　if　they　are　too　strong　they　can　bring　about　isolation．　For　this
reason，　bridging　of　networks　made　up　of　strong　ties　by　the　strength　of　weak　ties
promotes　communication　of　information　and　introduces　heterogeneous　information．
Thus，　he　proposed　this　strength　of　weak　ties　model　by　stating　that　the　weakness　of　the
ties　bridging　actors　contributes　to　innovation　and　other　results．
　　　Granovetter　conducted　a　study　of　job　matching　with　subjects　consisting　of　282　male
white－collar　workers　living　in　suburban　Boston．　From　the　results　of　this　study，　he
discovered　that　those　who　had　made　career　moves　based　on　information　obtained
through　the　strength　of　weak　ties　had　higher　levels　of　satisfaction　than　those　who　had
made　career　moves　based　on　information　obtained　through　strong　ties．　As　the　reason
behind　this　result，　he　posited　that　while　within　strong　networks　consisting　of　individuals
with　whom　they　had　contact　on　a　regular　basis　those　who　made　career　moves　could
obtain　only　job　information　that　was　already　known，　job　information　from　individuals
with　whom　one　ordinarily　did　not　have　much　contact　often　constituted　previously
unknown　information．
　　　In　an　experiment　it　conducted　on“small－world”networks，　Watts’　research　group
demonstrated　the　correctness　of　the　strength　of　weak　ties　model（Watts　and　Strogatz，
1998）．A“small－world”network　is　one　with　the　following　characteristics：1）the　ability
to　travel　from　any　one　node　to　another　through　a　small　number　of　nodes（short　average
path　length）and　2）linkage　of　the　nodes　linked　to　any　one　node　to　each　other　（high
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group　coefficient）．　Watts　et　al．’s　experiment　assigned　to　each　of　98，　847　volunteer
subjects　one　randomly　selected　target　from　among　18　individuals　in　13　countries．　Then，
subjects　were　asked　to　send　letters　to　their　targets　via　people　they　knew　on　a
first－name　basis．　The　average　distance，　in　number　of　individuals，　until　the　letter　reached
its　target　was　estimated　to　be　five　persons　when　the　start　and　the　goal　were　located
within　the　same　country　and　seven　between　different　countries．　These　results
supported　the　theory　of　six　degrees　of　separation　resulting　from　the　studies　of　Milgram
et　al．，　who　first　proposed“small－world”networks（Milgram，1967；Travers　and　Milgram，
1969）．Watts　et　al．　also　stated　that　a　look　at　the　breakdown　of　these　results　showed　a
tendency　for　individuals　to　send　letters　to　persons　of　the　same　gender，　at　a　ratio　of　six　to
four．　Next，　they　also　pointed　out　a　tendency　to　send　letters　to　people　such　as　family
members　and　workplace　colleagues．　They　reported　that　while　70％of　the　letters　were
sent　to　individuals　in　close　relations　to　the　senders，30％were　sent　to　individuals　who，
while　on　a　first－name　basis　with　the　senders，　were　in　just　average　or　not　very　close
relations　to　them．　The　results　of　this　experiment　by　Watts　et　al．　showed　that　even　if
their　number　cannot　be　said　to　be　large，　the　presence　of　relations　to　people　not　known
very　well－that　is，　the　strength　of　weak　ties－is　essential　to　the　swift　communication　of
information，　and　as　such　they　supported　Granovetter’s　argument．
3．The　Structural　Holes　Model
　　　The　concept　of　structural　holes　was　proposed　by　Burt（1992）．　It　holds　that
non－redundant　contacts（Burt，1992，　Japanese　translation）are　important　to　obtaining
valid　information　efficiently．　It　also　posits　that　actors　who　possess　networks　that　include
large　numbers　of　holes　are　in　a　position　superior　to　others，　and　for　this　reason　their
discretionary　powers　are　highly　beneficial　in　negotiations　and　in　taking　action．
　　　　A　company　in　a　position　of　structural　holes　refers　to　one　in　conditions　under　which
when　it　links　with　any　number　of　groups（collections　of　companies），instead　of　linking
with　individual　companies　within　a　single　group　it　distributes　links　to　other　groups，
making　every　effort　to　avoid　duplicating　links　within　a　single　group．　Since　basically　each
link　costs　the　same，　when　establishing　a　certain　number　of　links　linking　with　multiple
groups　instead　of　establishing　multiple　links　within　the　same　group　makes　it　possible　to
obtain　diverse，　unique　information　at　the　same　level　of　cost．
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　　　　Structural　holes　can　be　identified　through（1）the　degree　of　direct　bonds　between
oneself　and　other　actors　and（2）the　degree　of　one’s　own　structural　equivalency　in
comparison　with　others（Burt，1992，　P．120f　Japanese　translation）．When　all　actors　are
in　direct　bonds，　network　density　is　high．　Since　higher　density　leads　to　the　appearance　of
cycles　of　information　between　homogeneous　actors，　it　reduces　the　ability　to　collect
information．　Also，　since　strong　norms　form　internally，　the　power　to　restrict　each　other’s
behavior　operates。　For　these　reasons，　the　lower　the　degree　of　direct　bonding，　the　weaker
the　structural　restrictions　and　the　more　numerous　the　structural　holes．　At　the　same
time，　structural　equivalency　refers　to　a　grouping　of　actors　within　a　single　network　so
that　even　if　the　labels　of　the　actors　were　switched　absolutely　no　change　in　mutual
relation　patterns　would　occur（Yasuda，2001，　Chapter　6）．The　more　an　actor　is　in　unique
aposition　with　a　lower　level　of　structural　equivalency，　the　more　he　or　she　is　considered
to　have　a　network　with　a　high　degree　of　holes，　and　as　such　can　be　said　to　be　in　a
favorable　position．
　　　Burt　argued　that　actors　in　a　position　with　large　numbers　of　structural　holes　can
reap　what　others　have　sown．　That　is，　actors　in　positions　with　low　levels　of　restrictions
from　others　and　of　structural　equivalency　are　in　positions　coupling　domains　in　which
relations　between　actors　are　weakened　or　lacking，　and　as　such　can　serve　as　brokers
between　two　parties．　Since　actors　for　whom　such　brokerage　services　can　be　provided　do
not　have　direct　relations　with　each　other，　the　brokers　enjoy　opportunities　to　benefit．
Burt　argued　that　positioning　oneself　in　a　position　with　structural　holes　brings　about
great　benefits　and　advocated　the　importance　of　this，　calling　it　a　third－party　strategy．
4．The　Free－rider　Model
　　　Bramoulle　and　Kranton（2007）proposed　a　network　model　known　as　the　BK　model，
based　on　the　concept　of　game　theory　in　economics．　This　was　a　study　of　the　nature　of
innovation　and　information　as　public　goods，　indicating　that　effective　placement　of　free
riders　within　a　network　makes　it　possible　to　spread　innovation　quickly　and　efficiently
within　the　network．
　　　According　to　the　BK　model，　actors　in　a　network　invest　effort　for　the　purpose　of
obtaining　some　kind　of　benefit．　While　such　effort　involves　costs，　other　actors　in　positions
of　direct　bonding　can　use　these　public　goods　without　suffering　any　costs－in　other
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words，　they　can　get　a　free　ride．　Bramoulle　and　Kranton　argued　that　depending　on　the
positioning　of　such　free　riders　within　the　network，　ideas　can　be　used　more　efficiently
throughout　the　entire　network　than　in　a　cooperative　network　with　no　free　riders，
increasing　overall　performance．　On　this　point，　their　model　differs　from　the　concept
envisioned　by　the　social　capital　and　structural　holes　models，　in　which　linking　of　actors　or
groups　increases　benefits　to　the　network　as　a　whole　through　generation　of　superior
ideas．　That　is，　they　point　to　the　possibility　that　how　such　links　are　formed　could　in　fact
damage　the　benefits　to　the　network　as　a　whole．
　　　Kinukawa　and　Yukawa（2007）analyzed　networks　between　the　providers　and
receivers　of　ideas　in　production　of　content　such　as　television　dramas．　As　a　result，　they
discovered　the　possibility　that　collaboration　between　creators　with　high　levels　of
productivity　and　creativity　did　not　necessarily　lead　to　high　levels　of　performance．　These
results　suggested　that　the　economics　model（BK　model）in　which　benefits　to　the
network　as　a　whole　increase　through　use　by　other　actors　of　the　ideas　of　some　actors　has
more　explanatory　power　than　the　sociological　model　that　argues　that　superior　ideas　are
generated　through　exchange　of　information　among　actors．
III．　Typology
　　　We　outlined　above　four　conceptual　models　that　make　up　social　network　theory．
While　these　models　can　be　seen　to　con且ict　with　each　other　on　some　points，　they　also
show　some　points　of　commonality．
　　　Comparing　the　social　capital　model　and　the　free－rider　model，　while　the　social．capital
model　argues　that　it　is　cooperative　relations　between　actors　that　increase　social　utility，
the　free－rider　model　argues　that　it　is　competitive　relations（free　riding）that　do　so．　On
the　other　hand，　these　two　models　have　in　common　the　point　that　the　subject　of　their
analysis　is　social　utility　for　the　network　as　a　whole．　Regarding　the　social　capital　model
and　the　strength　of　weak　ties　model，　while　the　subject　of　analysis　of　the　social　capital
model　is　utility　for　society　as　a　whole，　the　subject　of　analysis　of　the　strength　of　weak　ties
model　is　utility　for　individual　actors　ot　individual　groups．　At　the　same　time，　these　two
models　have　in　common　the　fact　that　they　assume　the　relations　between　actors　are
cooperative　in　nature．　Regarding　the　free－rider　model　and　the　structural　holes　model，
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while　the　subject　of　analysis　of　the　free－rider　model　is　social　utility　for　the　network　as　a
whole，　the　subject　of　analysis　of　the　structural　holes　model　is　utility　for　individual　actors
or　individual　groups．　At　the　same　time，　these　two　models　have　in　common　the　fact　that
they　assume　the　relations　between　actors　are　competitive　in　nature．　The　strength　of
weak　ties　model　and　the　structural　holes　model　differ　on　the　point　that　while　the
strength　of　weak　ties　model　assumes　that　relations　between　actors　are　cooperative　in
nature，　the　structural　holes　Inodel　assumes　that　these　are　competitive　in　nature．　On　the
other　hand，　these　two　models　have　in　common　the　point　that　the　subject　of　their　analysis
is　utility　for　individual　actors　or　individual　groups．
　　　　In　these　ways，　these　four　models　can　be　categorized　along　the　two　axes　of　whether
they　assume　actors　behave　competitively　or　cooperatively　and　whether　the　subject　of
analysis　on　which　they　focus　is　that　accruing　to　the　network　as　a　whole　or　to　individual
actors　or　individual　groups．　This　is　depicted　in　Fig．1．
　　　　Cell　l　contains　a　model　assuming　cooperative　relations　between　actors　and　focusing
on　utility　for　the　network　as　a　whole．　This　corresponds　to　the　social　capital　model．　The
social　capital　model　argues　that　relatiQns　of　trust　and　social　norms　are　formed　as
cooperative　actors　form　high－density　networks，　and　that　this　in　turn　increases　utility　for
the　network　as　a　whole－that　is，　for　society　as　a　whole．
　　　　Cell　2　contains　a　model　assuming　cooperative　relations　between　actors　and　focusing
on　utility　for　the　individual　actors　or　groups　that　make　up　the　network．　This
corresponds　to　the　strength　of　weak　ties　model．　The　strength　of　weak　ties　model　argues
that　it　is　actors　or　groups　who，　while　cooperative，　do　not　have　such　dense　ties　with　each
other　who　can　obtain　useful　information　and　increase　utility　for　individual　actors　or
individual　grouPs．
　　　　Cell　3　contains　a　model　assuming　competitive　relations　between　actors　and　focusing
on　utility　for　the　individual　actors　or　groups　that　make　up　the　network．　This
corresponds　to　the　structural　holes　model．　The　structural　holes　model　argues　that　utility
for　individual　actors　or　individual　groups　can　be　increased　through　intentional　creation
of　competitive　relations　between　actors，　which　are　used　by　third　parties　to　obtain
benefits．
　　　　Cell　4　contains　a　model　assuming　competitive　relations　between　actors　and　focusing
on　utility　for　the　network　as　a　whole．　This　corresponds　to　the　free－rider　model．　The
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free－rider　model　argues　that　placement　of　uncooperative　actors－that　is，　free
riders－within　a　network　makes　it　possible　to　increase　utility　for　society　as　a　whole　by
spreading　innovation　quickly　and　efficiently　within　the　network．
Figure　l：Typology　for　Network　Models
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Assumptions　of　Behavior　of　Actors
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Cooperative　　　　　　Competitive
The　Snbject
of　Analysis
　　Utility　for
Overall　NetwQrk
　　　Utility　for
Individual　Actor　or
Networl　Subgroup
Cell　1 Cell　4
SQcial　Capita1 Free　Rider
Mode1 Model
Cell　2 Cell　3
Strength　of　Weak　TiesStructural　Holes
Mode1 Model
IV．　Conclusions
　　　In　this　paper，　we　outlined　four　typical　conceptual　models　making　up　social　network
theory－the　social　capital　model，　the　strength　of　weak　ties　model，　the　structural　holes
model，　and　the　free－rider　model－and　categorized　these　based　on　the　two　perspectives　of
their　assumptions　on　actor　behavior　and　the　subject　of　analysis　on　which』they　focus．　As
aresult，　we　have　seen　that　a　conceptual　model　that　assumes　actors　behave
cooperatively　and　focuses　on　the　Ievel　of　utility　for　the　network　as　a　hole　is　the　social
capital　model．　A　model　that　assumes　cooperative　behavior　and　focuses　on　utility　for
individual　actors　is　the　strength　of　weak　ties　model．　A　model　that　assumes　competitive
behavior　and　focuses　on　utility　for　individual　actors　is　the　structural　holes　model，　and　a
model　that　assumes　competitive　behavior　andfocuses　on　utility　for　the　network　as　a　hole
is　the　free－rider　model．
　　　However，　these　four　models　are　not　completely　independent　of　each　other．　This　is
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because　the　structural　holes　model　and　the　free－rider　model　assume　partial
competitiveness　between　actors　rather　than　all　actors　behaving　competitively．　While
the　structural　holes　model　assumes　that　actors　in　relations　of　structural　equivalency　are
competitive，　it　also　assumes　cooperative　relations　with　actors　serving　as　brokers
between　these　actors．　Also，　the　free－rider　model　assumes　not　that　all　actors　are　free
riders　but　that　the　network　is　made　up　of　both　free　riders　and　cooperative　actors．　For
this　reason，　the　social　capital　model　and　the　free－rider　model，　which　focus　on　the　level　of
utility　accruing　to　the　network　as　a　whole，　can　be　said　to　be　in　a　relation　of　mutual
complementarity．　Similarly，　the　strength　of　weak　ties　model　and　the　structural　holes
model，　which　focus　on　the　level　of　utility　accruing　to　individual　actors　or　groups，　also　can
be　said　to　be　in　a　relation　of　mutual　complementarity．
　　　　On　this　point，　hypothetically　it　could　be　argued　that　an　initial　network　structure　in
which　free　riders　coexist　with　cooperative　actors，　as　envisioned　by　the　free－rider　model，
could　transform　over　time　into　a　network　structure　made　up　of　strong　ties　between
cooperative　actors，　as　envisioned　by　the　social　capital　model．　Similarly，　it　could　be
argued　that　initially　competitive　relations　between　actors　as　envisioned　by　the
structural　holes　model　could　transform　over　time　into　cooperative　relations　between
actors，　as　envisioned　by　the　strength　of　weak　ties　model．
　　　　One　possible　grounds　for　this　argument　is　the　forbidden　triad　hypothesis　of
Granovetter　（1973）．　The　forbidden　triad　hypothesis　states　that　overlapping　of
friendship　circles　between　A　and　B　will　be　at　a　minimum　when　there　are　no　ties
between　A　and　B　and　at　a　maximum　when　there　are　strong　ties　between　A　and　B，　and
that　when　there　is　strength　of　weak　ties　between　A　and　B　it　will　be　somewhere　in
between．　For　example，　in　the　case　of　a　triad　that　includes　strong　ties　between　A　and　B
and　between　A　and　C，　under　this　hypothesis　even　if　there　were　no　ties　between　B　and　C
interaction　would　occur　between　them，　giving　rise　to　such　ties（time　factor），since　each
has　strong　ties　with　A．　Also，　if　there　are　strong　ties　between　A　and　B　and　between　A
and　C，　B　and　C　are　similar　to　each　other　in　that　they　both　share　similarities　to　A，　so　that
it　is　easier　for　strong　ties　to　form　when　B　and　C　meet（similarity　factor）．This　forbidden
triad　hypothesis　is　considered　to　have　been　corroborated　by　Davis（1970：845）and
Newcomb（1961：160－165）（Takahashi　and　Inamizu，2007二282－284）．
　　　　Following　this　forbidden　triad　hypothesis，　it　is　anticipated　that　network　density　will
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increase　over　time．　For　this　reason，　it　is　conceivable　that　free　riders　in　the　free－rider
model　will　transform　into　cooperative　actors　or　that　competitive　relations　between
actors　in　the　structural　holes　model　would　transform　into　cooperative　relations　between
actors．　In　connection　with　these　points，　there　is　a　need　for　positive　analysis　of　network
structures　over　time，　which　can　be　identified　as　a　topic　for　future　study．
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